
What You 

Will Need

Wall Stamp



Stamp Molds Wall Stamp Mix Concrete Stain

Concrete Cleaner Sealer Stamp Mold Release

https://globmarble.com/wall-stamps-wsm-10201-vertical-stamped-concrete.html
https://globmarble.com/concrete-wall-stamps-wsm-10601.html
https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/colors-and-stains2/concrete-stains3/
https://globmarble.com/concrete-cleaner-super-concrete-renovator-scr.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-sealers/
https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete/wall-stamps/
https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/colors-and-stains2/concrete-stains3/
https://globmarble.com/concrete-cleaner-super-concrete-renovator-scr.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-sealers/
https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete-liquid-release-agent-globmarble.html
https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete-liquid-release-agent-globmarble.html


Sprayer
Foam Roller & Roller 

Frame Trowel

Sponge Bucket Mixer

https://globmarble.com/deck-pro-tank-sprayer.html
https://globmarble.com/dynamic-6-mini-roller-frame.html
https://globmarble.com/dynamic-high-density-mini-foam-roller-refills-6-2pk.html
https://globmarble.com/round-end-finishing-trowel.html
https://globmarble.com/index.php?route=product/search&search=bucket
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-mixers3/
https://globmarble.com/deck-pro-tank-sprayer.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-paint-accessories2/
https://globmarble.com/round-end-finishing-trowel.html
https://globmarble.com/index.php?route=product/search&search=bucket
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-mixers3/


Mix your scratch coat for a 

0.2 inch coat. The formula 

for how much concrete you 

should mix is L*W*H*0.05777

Be sure to scrape the 

sides of your bucket to 

remove any dry concrete

from the edges!

https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html
https://globmarble.com/index.php?route=product/search&search=bucket
https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html


https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html


Apply the concrete

in a 0.2 inch layer. 

Don’t be afraid to 

use a heavy hand!

Scratch horizontal ridges 

into the thin coat. You can 

use anything with ridges, 

I used a hairbrush

https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html


The scratch coat 

can have 

imperfections like 

bumps. These will 

affect your 

stamping.

Smooth 

them out 

and go over 

them again



When the scratch 

coat cures, mix 

your face coat

See if the wall mix falls off 

of your vertically held 

hand. If it does not, you 

have the right consistency

https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html


When the scratch 

coat cures, wet it 

and apply a thin coat 

with a heavy hand to 

fill the ridges.

Then lay on a 

thin coat with 

a light hand, 

so this coat is 

soft and fluffy

Then lay on a 

thick coat with 

a light hand, 

so this coat is 

soft and fluffy

When the scratch 

coat cures, wet it 

and apply a thin coat 

with a heavy hand to 

fill the ridges.



Smooth out 

the face coat

Spray the wall stamp 

release on both the 

wall and your stamps

https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-sprayers3/
https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete-liquid-release-agent-globmarble.html
https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete/wall-stamps/


Pro 
tip

To properly hold the 

stamp, twist one of the 

handles, and stamp 

with the other hand

https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete/wall-stamps/


Stamp the 

concrete and 

try not to 

stray from the 

lines

Use a flexible 

mold or a 

texture pad for 

difficult to 

reach areas 

https://globmarble.com/stamped-concrete/wall-stamps/
https://globmarble.com/vertical-concrete-overlay-wall-stamp-40lb.html




I used the 10601 set 

for the second half 

of the wall

https://globmarble.com/concrete-wall-stamps-wsm-10601.html
https://globmarble.com/concrete-wall-stamps-wsm-10601.html


Texture 

pads are 

used to fill 

bald spots

Pro

tip



Pro 
tip

Quickly torch 

your dried 

concrete to 

remove fibers



https://globmarble.com/concrete-cleaner-super-concrete-renovator-scr.html
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-sprayers3/


Scrub the SCR in 

with a sponge

Clean off the 

SCR with water 

before it dries

https://globmarble.com/concrete-cleaner-super-concrete-renovator-scr.html
https://globmarble.com/concrete-cleaner-super-concrete-renovator-scr.html


Once it dries, spray

your wall with the 

lightest color stain

you chose

Spray it in a 

circular motion 

https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-sprayers3/
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/colors-and-stains2/concrete-stains3/
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-tools-and-supplies/concrete-sprayers3/


Stain the 

stones 

different 

colors with a 

sponge 

Be sure not to 

soak the 

sponge too 

much or else it 

will drip on 

your wall

https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/colors-and-stains2/concrete-stains3/


Once the stain

dries, apply 

your sealer with 

a sponge roller

You can 

reach 

difficult 

areas with a 

brush

https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/colors-and-stains2/concrete-stains3/
https://globmarble.com/decorative-concretes/concrete-sealers/
https://globmarble.com/dynamic-high-density-mini-foam-roller-refills-6-2pk.html
https://globmarble.com/merit-white-bristle-chip-brush.html


Once the 

coat cures, 

apply a 

second one

https://globmarble.com/dynamic-high-density-mini-foam-roller-refills-6-2pk.html


Watch the Full Video Here

https://globmarble.com/video-howto/decorative-concrete-how-to/#-0Soi8eSdXw
https://globmarble.com/video-howto/decorative-concrete-how-to/#-0Soi8eSdXw
https://globmarble.com/video-howto/decorative-concrete-how-to/#-0Soi8eSdXw

